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ANALYTIC SMOOTHING EFFECTS FOR SOME

DERIVATIVE NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATIONS

By

Nakao Hayashi, Pavel I. Naumkin and Patrick-NicolasPipolo

§1. Introduction

In thispaper we study an analyticsmoothing property of solutionsto the

Cauchy problem for the derivativenonlinear Schrodinger equation:

(iut + uxx = jr(u,u,ux,ux), xeR, teR,
＼u{0,x)=uq(x),

xeR,

where the nonlinearityhas a form

Jf Y, Cklmnukulxumunx, kJ,m,neN{J{0}

k+l―m―n=l

satisfying the gauge condition such that

CO /
J

CklmnU

k+l~m-n=l

uxu mun E

k+l-m-n=l

Ckimn(cou)k(coux)l(aM)m((M^)n

for any co e C and the coefficientsCkimn = Ckimn{＼u＼2)= Cumnif) are analytic and

have analytic continuations Q/ww(z) with z = / + ig in the circle＼z＼< p, so that

we can write the Taylor expansions

Cklmn(z) =

00

7=0

aj,klmnZ ,
_

1

@j,klmn ― ~~T7C^ (0)-- ― CklmniO)

for ＼z＼< p. We also assume that ]T*0 ＼aj,kimn＼＼AJ< C(p) for ＼z＼< p, where C(p)

is a continuous function on p. When p = 1 equation (1.1) involves the case of the

uu2
nonlinearityJf = ^-^

model, see [141. '"'

which appears in the classicalpseudospin magnet
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Smoothing effects of solutions to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.1)

with Jf = YLk-m=＼ Ckmukum was studied in [5], [8] by using the operator $ =

x + 2itdx, which commutes with the linear Schrodinger operator <£= id, + d＼.

Recently in [6] we have shown the C°°smoothing effect for equation (1.1) by

making use of a smoothing property of solutions to the linear Schodinger

equations [Lemma 2.2, 6] (see also [4]). For generalized KdV-type equations

similar C°° smoothing effect was shown in [2].

Our purpose is to extend the result of paper [6] to the analytical case. In this

paper we will show that if the initial data uG satisfies the condition (cosh/to) w0 e

H3'0 and the norm ||(cosh/to)wo|l3
0 <p,

when the nonlinearity Jf does not depend

on ux, and the norm ||(coshy^jc)wo|l3
0'

*s sufficiently small when the nonlinearity

Jf depends on ux, then there exist a positive time T depending on the size of the

initial function ||(cosh/to) ≪o||
3 o

anc* a unique solution u of the Cauchy problem

(1.1) which is analytic with respect to x and has an analytic continuation on the

complex plane z = x + iy with ＼y＼<2＼pt＼,for all te[-T,T}＼{0}. Here the

weighted Sobolev space Hm>s = {<f>e L2; ＼＼(f>＼＼ms= ||(1 + x2)s/2(l - d2x)m/20＼＼< oo},

m,s R+.

Analytic smoothing effects of solutions to nonlinear dispersive equations

were studied in [1], [12] for generalized KdV equations and in [1], [7], [8], [13]

for nonlinear Schrodinger equations. However there are no result on analytic

smoothing effects of solutions to nonlinear Schrodinger equations of derivative

type except for the following derivative nonlinear Schrodinger equation

iut + uxx = i(＼u＼2u)x,

u(O,x) =uq(x),

x £R, teR,

xeR.

(1.2)

By using some gauge transformation technique the derivative nonlinear Schro-

dinger equation (1.2) can be translated to a system of nonlinear Schrodinger

equations without derivatives of unknown functions. So in paper [7] the results

similar to that of Theorem 1.1 stated below were shown for the Cauchy problem

(1.2).

For linear Schrodinger-type equations with variable coefficients, C00

smoothing effectswere studied in [3],[11],[16] and theirresults were extended to

analytic cases in [10], [15] (see also [9]).

Before stating our results precisely, we give some notations and function

spaces. We let dx = d/dx and J^ or $ be the Fourier transform of <f)defined by

^^{x) = l/＼/27r＼e~lxx<f){x)dxand ^~l(j){x)or <j>(x)be the inverse Fourier trans-

form of (j>,i.e.^~l^(x) = l/V2n je'xx</>(x)dx-We introduce some function spaces.
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We let IP be the Lebesgue space with the norm H^ = (J ＼</>(x)＼pdx)l/p if 1 <

p < oo and H^H^ = ess.sup{|^(x)|;x e R} if p = oo. For simplicity we let ||^||=

U＼＼2.Weighted Sobolev space H?' = {<f>eL2; MLiStP = ＼＼{l+x?Y/2(l-d2x)m'2t＼＼p

< oo}, m,seR+, 1 < p < oo. For simplicity we write Hm's = H jS and let

||･ ＼＼m
s =

||･ ||w
s 2.

Also we define the analytic function space A^m = {</>e L2;

II(cosh/?/)^(/)y^o < oo}, fi > 0, meR+ with the following norm ||^||^ftM =

||(cosh^)^(/)||
0,

which can be expressed in the x-representation in terms of the

analyticity in the strip {z = x + iy; -oo < x < oo, ―/?< y < fi} via the following

norm ||^(-+ i^)||0
m

+ ||^(- - ifi)＼＼0
m.

Indeed we have the inequality ||^||^/>,≪<

ll^(- + Wllo,≪ + l^(- - ^)llo,≫ ^ 211^11^^. We denote W,<p) = ^(x) ･ ^(x)^. By

C(I;E) we denote the space of continuous functions from an interval / to a

Banach space E. We also use the following relations ＼dx＼= ^~l＼^＼^ = ―Jfdx.

The Hilbert transformation Jf with respect to the variable x is defined as follows

je<f>(x)

1

n

Mz)

rX ― Z
dz = -ip-l±i*rt,

where Pv means the principal value of the singular integral. Let £ = f(i) =

x + 2itdx = <%(t)x$t{-t) = M(t)(2itdx)M(-t), where M = M(t) = exp(ix2/4t).

We also freely use the following identities[#,dx] = -1, [if,/] = 0, where J£=

idt + d＼.Ditferent positive constants might be denoted by the same letter C, when

it does not cause any confusion.

We now state our resultsin this paper.

Theorem 1.1. We assume that the nonlinear term jV does not depend on ux,

and the initial data uq are such that uq cosh fix e H3)0, where fie R and the norm

||≪ocosh/fac||3
0 <

p. Then there exist a time T > 0 depending on |jwo cosh/?x||3 0 and

a unique solution u of the Cauchy problem (1.1) such that u e C([―T, T];H2'0) D

£°°(―T, T;H3'0) and the solution u has an analytic continuation u(t,z) to the strip

{z = ;c+/>;-oo<Jc<oo,-2|f/?|<y<2＼tfl＼,te[-T, r]＼{0}} satisfying the estimate

sup ＼u(t,x+ iy)＼< Ccosh/3x＼＼uocosh/3x＼＼30

-2＼tfi＼<y<2＼tp＼

for all (t,x)e[-T,T}＼{0}xR.

For the case of the nonlinearities depending on ux we have to assume the

additional smallness condition on the initial data. We Drove the followine result.

Theorem 1.2. We assume that the nonlinear term jV depends on ux, the

initial data uq are such that u$ cosh.fix e //3>0,/? e R and the norm ＼＼uocosh^x||3 0 is

sufficiently small. Then the same results as in Theorem 1.1 are true.
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Remark 1.1. In the case of C00 smoothing effect of nonlinear Schrodinger

equation, existence time T depends on the size of the initial data such that

llMo|L/2i+30' where [s] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to s and n

denotes the spatial dimensions. However in the case of an analytic smoothing

effect,situationis completely differentfrom C°°case as the reader can see in our

main theorems. We try to explain the reason why: the difference arises by

considering the simple nonlinearity Jf = ＼u＼2u.As in [5] we have the following

estimates of solution to (1.1) by a classicalenergy estimate

0<j<m

E ii^oiko+fiKoii'o E ＼w^{-t)u{t)＼＼dt

0<j<m JO 0<j<m

＼＼x^{-t)u{t)＼＼< T

which yields C00 smoothing effect since °tt{t)xj<%{-t) = M(itdx)jM and Tdepends

on ||Mo||
f0 (for derivative nonlinearities, T depends

on 11t/oI[3
0)-

^or an analytic

case we have as in [8]

＼＼cosh(px)<%(-t)u(t)＼＼< ||cosh(^x)Mo||ij0

+
f

||coshOffjc)^(-0≪(OII?ollcosh^)^(-0≪(OII*
Jo

which yields an analytic smoothing effect and therefore T depends on

llcosh(/?.x)unli?n. We can not expect the estimate

＼＼cosh(fix)<%(-t)u(t)＼＼ < ||cosh(^x)M0||i o +
f

since the solution becomes analytic for t # 0.

Ht)＼＼lo＼＼coshifixM-t)u(t)＼＼dt

Remark 1.2. Roughly speaking,in order to prove Theorems we introduce

the function snace

'-

{

feC([0,T];L2) sup ||(cosh/?x)^(-r)w(r)||30 < oo

'e[0,7i

}

We make X into a complete metric space by the distance function

rf(/^) = ||(cosh^)*(-0(/-≫)||2,0.

We must use thismetric in a sub-space of X (defined preciselyin Section 3) since

we use a contraction mapping method to prove this existence of u with analytic
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properties. That is the reason why even if the data uq e H3'0, the solutions of

(1.1) are not continuous in time in H3'0 space. Expected result from a-priori

estimates of solutions obtained in Section 3 is M£C([0,r];ffs'°), where 2 < s <

3. Indeed we have this result by

IKO - k(t)IUo £ C||≪(r)- u(r)＼＼3J＼＼u(t)- u(z)＼＼s,;02

which is obtained by Sobolev's inequality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a

smoothing property of the linear Schrodinger equation and some estimates of

nonlinearities.Then in Section 3 we prove in Lemma 3.1 the local existence of

solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1)in the functional space {u e C([―71,T];L2);

＼(coshJ3x)tft(―t)u(t)＼＼3
0 <

oo}, where °U{t)is the free Schrodinger evolution

group. And as a simple consequence we obtain the result of Theorem 1.1. Sec-

tion 4 is devoted to the outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2.

§2. Linear smoothing effect

The aim of this sectionis to present the smoothing effectfor solutions to the

Cauchy problem for the linear Schrodinger equations

iut + uxx = /, x e R, t e R

u(O,x) = uq(x), xe R,

(2.1)

where the function f(t,x) is a force.In order to state Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2

which have been shown in paper [6], we define a pseudo-differential operator

Sf((p)― cosh(^) + zsinh^Jf which yields a smoothing effectof solutions to (2.1),

where the real-valued function y(t,x) e L°°(0,T;H2£) n Cl{[0, T＼;L">) and is

positive.From its definition we easily see that the operator £f acts continuously

from L2 to L2 with the following estimate ||5^(≫^||< 2exp(||9?||00)||9?||.The

inverse operator Sf~l(<p)= (1 + /tanh(9?)jf)~1l/cosh(^) also exists and is

continuous

＼＼y-＼(p)n< (1 - tanhaMUr1!!^! < exp(|HUIM|. (2.2)

The operator Sf helps us to obtain a smoothing property of the Schrodinger-

type equation (2.1) by virtue of the usual energy estimates.In the next lemma we

prepare an energy estimate, involving the operator 9*, in which we have an

additional positive term giving us the norm of the half derivative of the unknown

function u. We also assume that <p(x) is written as (p(x) = d~l(co2),so that

co{x) = J{dx(p).
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Lemma 2.1. The following inequality

j＼＼Sfu＼＼2
+ ＼＼(a&^/＼b＼＼u＼＼2<2＼lm{!fu,Sff)＼

+ C＼＼u＼＼V'W'-dloIll, + ＼＼co＼t+ |M|1|Of JML + ＼Wt＼D

is valid for the solution u of the Cauchy problem (2.1).

Lemma 2.2. We have the following estimates

＼{sru,srwdxr>)＼ < ||＼+＼srvW≪ll2 + IIM^vT^MI2

+ C(＼＼u＼＼2+ N| VMU(IMI?,o,oo + IHIiUooX1 + IIHlf,o,co)

and

＼{Sfu,<?Hdxv)＼ < |||^|y'vl^|"||2 + ^4WHII'Al^v^l^!l2

+ C(||W||2 +1|≪||Vlwl-(ll^llf,o,co + ll*AII?,o,oo)(i+ Il^ll2,o,oo)

provided that the right hand sides are bounded.

For the proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, see [6].

The following lemma is the analytic version of Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 2.3. We have the following estimates

＼(6f^-lepx^u, Sf^-lePx^(<t>ijjdxv))＼

< |||#. + ifi)＼<ry/＼d,＼u(-+ //?)||2+ |||*A(-+ iP)＼sry/fa＼v(- + m2

+ C(＼＼u(-+ im2 + ＼＼v(-+ im2)e6ML

X (||^(- + #)||?,o,oo + ll^(- + ^)H20,oo)(l + lkllf,0,oo).

and

＼{^^-ye^^u^^-xe^^^iidxv))＼

< ii^+≪/oi^v/s≪(-+m＼2+e4ML iii*a(-+ffl＼s?y/＼dx＼v(-- m＼＼2

+ c(＼＼u(-+m2 + ＼＼v(-+ m2)e6ML

X (||^(- + Wllf.0,00 + IM- + Ml0,oo)(l + IIHlf,0,oo).

provided that the right hand sides are bounded.
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Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 2.2 and the identity

efo&(6＼l/drv)= Si- + iBW- + iB)d*v(- 4-z^. n&-lefo0r{(/nl,dxv) = (/>{■+ ifi)＼l/{-+ ifi)dxv{- + ifi). D

Finally we show the estimates of the nonlinear terms in the analytic function

space.

Lemma 2.4. We have the estimate

||(coshjfoc)^(-0(#u)||

< C||(cosh/?x)^(-0^||ii0ll(cosh^x)^(-r)i//||1)()||(cosh^x)^(-r)y||,

provided that the right hand side is finite and if ||(cosh/far) ^(―t)u＼＼x0 < p we have

the estimate

＼＼{cosh/lx)W(-t){Ckimn{＼"＼2)v)＼＼< C(^)||(cosh^)*(-0w||

provided that the right hand side is finite.

Proof. By the identity <%(t)ePx<%(-t) = M^~xe2tPx^M we have

<^(t)efix%(-t)Mv) = M^-le2t(ix^(M(/>)(Mil/)(Mv)

= M{(M<f>){x + 2itfi))({M＼l/){x+ 2itfi)){{Mv){x - litfi))

= (M^-le2tfix^M^)(M^-le2tfix^M＼l/)(M^-le-2tPx^Mv)

= (^(Oc/?Jc^(-O^)(^(O^x^(-O≪A)(^(O≪~A^(-Ou). (2.3)

We take the L2 norm, and apply the Sobolev's inequality and the identity

||(cosh^)^(-0/||2 =＼{＼＼e^{-t)f＼＼2 + 2||M||2 + ＼＼e^xn-t)f＼＼2)

to (2.3) to see that the norm ＼＼e^Xl%(―t)((/>＼l/v)＼＼is bounded from above by the

right hand side of the firstestimate of the lemma. The value ＼＼e~^x%(―t)(4>＼l/v)＼＼is

estimated in the same way. Thus we obtain the first estimate of the lemma.

From the analyticity condition on the functions Ckimn(＼u＼2)and by the first

estimate of Lemma 2.4 we have

||(cosh^x)^(-0(Q/w≪(|W|2)i;)||

00
< ^2＼aj,kbm＼ ||(cosh^)^(-0≪||?;oH(cosh^)^(-0"ll

which implies the second estimate of the lemma. Lemma 2.4 is proved. □
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§3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In what follows we consider the case t > 0 only since the case t < 0 can be

treated similarly. First we prove the local existence of solutions.

Lemma 3.1. We assume that the nonlinear term Jf does not depend on ux,

and the initial data are such that uq cosh/foc e H3'°. Then there exists a time T > 0

depending on ||≪ocosh/ta:||30 and a unique solution u of the Cauchy problem (1.1)

such that

sup ||(cosh/fa)^(-?)w||3
0 <

oo.

te[o,r＼

Proof. Applying the operator (1 ― d2x) to the equation (1.1), we get for the

function v = (1 ― d2Y)u

&v = &(u,ux)vx + &(v)

v(0,x) = (l-d2x)u0(x),

(3.1)

where the coefficientat the main term is &(u,ux) = dUxJV and 0t{v) is the re-

mainder term. It is easy to see that

&(u,ux) ]T lCklmnukul-lumunx+ T

k+l-m-n=l

/>1
k+l-m-n=l

n>＼

when the nonlinearityJf depends on ux and we have

9(u,ux)

nCklmnukulxiimun-1

J2 lCklmOukul-lum

k+l-m-n=l
!>l

when the nonlinearityJf does not depend on ux.

We now consider the linearizedversion of equation (3.1)

ify = &(u,ux)vx + &(v)

v(Q,x) = (l-d2x)u0(x),

(3.2)

where the function u = (1 ―d2x)lv is defined by the known function v which is in

the ball

B = veCl([0,ThL2) sup ||(cosh/?jt)^(-f)i;|| <2/j,

te[O,T]

sup ||(cosh/foc)<Bf(-f)u||io <{*,

te[0,71



(3.4)
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sup ＼＼dft＼＼W(t)eflxW(-t)u＼2 + |*(0^*(-0fix|2)||oo ^ 2v,

te[O,T＼

sup iia^jHWOe-^C-OfiP + WO^^C-Ofixl^lIco <2vj,

te[O,T] J

where /?= ||(cosh/foe) wo||3
0,

and ^, v are some positive constants depending on p.

Thus the Cauchy problem (3.2) defines a mapping stf: v = stf(v). First let us

show that there exists a time T > 0, such that the mapping j/ transforms the

closed ball B into itself. Then we prove that there exists a time T > 0 such that

$4 is a contraction mapping in the norm sup,e[0i7-]||(cosh/fa)^(-r) ･|| under the

constraint that it acts on the subspace B. By the classical energy method and

Lemma 2.4 we have from equation (3.2)

^||(cosh^)*(-0"(OII
^ C+C||(coshjfo)*(-0≫*(OII,

hence we get

sup ＼＼{cos＼iPx)%{-t)v{t)＼＼<p + y/f sup ||(cosh^jc)^(-r)t?x(r)||, (3.3)

re[0,T] te[0,T]

if we choose a time T > 0 to be sufficiently small.

In order to obtain the estimates of the norm sup?6[0)r]||(cosri/?x)'W(―f)yx(?)||

we use the operator Sf(q>) = cosh(#>) + zsinh(#?)jf introduced in Section 2, where

the function (p{t,x) ― q>g(t,x) + q>_a(t,x) and

<Pp(t,x)=-dxl

+

Oe^(-O≪(f,*)|2 + Mt)efix<%{-t)ux{t,x)＼2

£

k+l-m-n=l
k+m^O

＼R(t)ePxR(-t)Cklmnii＼2+ ]T ＼R{t)ePxqi(-t)Cmnux＼2＼

l-n=＼ '

is in the space L°°(0,T; C2(R)) flC＼[0, r];!,00). As in Section 2 we denote

eo(t,x)= (dx<p(t,x))^2.Therefore applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain the energy type

inequality for the function h = ^l{t)ePx()U{-t)dxv

Jt
m＼＼ 2 + l|co^vT^II2

<2＼Im(yh,^%(t)ePx%(-t)dx(%(u,ux)vx))＼

+ 2|Im(5^, ^^(t)epx^(-t)dx^(v))＼

+ Ce^{＼＼w＼＼l + Ijcoll^ + IHIi
,o,ooHIco

+ ＼Wt＼U＼＼h＼＼2
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By Sobolev's inequality, Lemma 2.4 and the identity (2.1) we get HcoH^ <

C(p)/VS, H|1>0>00 < C(M)/y/d, HHIco < C(p)/duid IHL < C(v)/<5, where C(/>),

C(ju) and C(v) are some positive constants depending on p,{i and v respectively.

Via the Schwarz inequality, (2.1) and Lemma 2.4, we obtain

＼Im(^h,^^(t)efix%(-t)dxM(v))＼ < e2M*＼＼h＼＼＼＼^(t)e^x%{-t)m(v)＼＼h0

< C(Ai)||(cosh^)*(-0≪||3,o. (3-5)

In the same way as in the proof of (3.5)

＼＼e^(-t)(dx(^(u,ux)vx) - (≪T(M*)O)II < C(^)||(cosh^)*(-0≪||3>0-

Thus we have

<＼＼m^h^%{t)e^%{-i){^{u,iix)vxx))＼

+ C(//)||(coshjffjc)^(―0w|||,o- (3-6)

To estimate the main term Im(^h,^^(t)efix%(-t)(^{u,ux)vxx)) in the left hand

side of (3.6) we apply Lemma 2.3 to get

＼lm(^h, ^%(t)e^(-t)^(u, ux)vxx))＼

= lm(^h, SfM^-le2itfy^M{g(it, ux)vxx))＼

< Cd＼＼(nSP^J%YU{t)e^X(}l(＼-t)vxf + C(//)||(cosh^x)^(-r)w||32
0.

Hence we get by (3.6)

＼Im(^h,^^(t)e^(-t)dx^(u,ux)vx))＼

< CJ||co^vW^(0^^(-0^||2 + C(/i)||(cosh^jc)^(-Ow||32o. (3.7)

Substitution of (3.5)-(3.7) into (3.4) yields

^ym{t)e^m{-i)vxf
+ (i - cj)||co^vW^(0^^(-0^||2

< (C(fi) + C(v))||(cosh)6x)^(-?)M||32 o- (3-8)

If we now choose S = 1/C, then integration of (3.8) and (3.3) give us the estimate

＼＼efixW(-t)u＼＼3
t0

< ju/C. In the same way ＼＼e~Px^{-t)u＼＼30< ju/C. Therefore we

have ||(cosh/fa)^(―t)u＼＼3
0 <//

by (2.1). By virtue of this estimate and (3.3) we

get ||(coshy5x)(%r(-r)M||2
0 <

2/>, if the time interval T > 0 is sufficiently small.
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Now directly from the system (3.2) we see that the function u satisfy the

equation ifu = (1 - dl)~l(&(u,ux)vx + @(v)). Hence we get by Lemma 2.4

＼＼dtd-l＼nt)e^(-tW＼L

< ||*(o^*(-0≪(*(0^*(-0≪),)llco

+ 2＼＼e^(-t)u＼＼ ||^*(-0(l - dl)-xV{u,ux)vx＼＼

+ 2＼＼epx^{-t)u＼＼＼＼ePx^{-t){＼- d2x)-xM{v)＼＼

< ||(cosh^)^(-f)≪||1)0||(cosh^)^(-OMx|li)0

+ C(p)＼＼(coshpx)%(-t)u＼＼20 + C(ji)＼＼(coshpx)<%(-t)u＼＼lQ < v.

In the same manner we have the estimates

＼＼dtd-l＼^(t)e^(-t)ux＼2＼L<v,

and

＼＼dtd-xi＼nt)e-?xn-t)ux＼2＼L<v.

Thus the mapping $£ transforms the ball B into itself. Let us show now that s/ is

a contraction mapping in the norm sup,6[0^＼＼(cosh/3x)%(―t) ■||.Let yt satisfy the

equation (3.2) with the known function ifte B instead of v. Then for the difference

a = yt ― v we get

2q = ^(fit,4)^ + (^(fit.fit)- 9{u,ux))vx

g(o,x) = o,

x e R, t e [0,T] (3.9)

xeR.

Denoting g = tf ― v we get by Lemma 2.4

＼＼e^(-t)(^(u＼ul)vx-^(u,ux)vx)＼＼ < C||(cosh^)*(-0fll||

and ＼＼epxall{-t)(m(tf)- 0t{v))＼＼< C＼＼{cos＼ipx)^{-t)g＼＼.Considering the value g

similarly to the function h we get from (3.9) the estimate analogous to (3.8)

< {Oji) + C(v))(||(cosh/?x)*(-Ofll||+ ||(cosh/fr)*(-Oflf||)
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therefore integrating with respect to time t, we have

||^*#(-0flr||2 < C7(||(cosh/?x)^H)0|| + ||(cosh/?jc)^(-0^||).

Similarly, the value ＼＼e~Px%(―t)g＼＼is estimated by the right hand side of the

above inequality. On a sufficientlysmall interval T > 0, we get by (2.1) the

desired estimate

sup ＼＼(coshfix)<%(-t)g＼＼<

te[O,T＼

- sup ||(cosh0*)*(-Oflf||

Z te[O,T]

Thus the transformation s$ is a contraction mapping. Therefore there exists

a unique solution u e C([0, T];H2'0) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) such that

(cosh^x)^(-r)weZ,°°(0, T;H2>°) for all 0 < t < T. This completes the proof

of Lemma 3.1. n

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using theidentityW{i)eVx%{-i) = M^~le2tfy^M

and equality(2.1),we get

＼Mt)(coshpXW(-t)u＼＼2 = - {＼＼e2it^Mu＼＼2+ 2||w||2+ ＼＼e-2itM̂u＼＼2)

=
i(||e^(f,jc

+ 2/^)||2+2||M||2 + ||e-^(?,Jc-2/^)||2)

Therefore we have by Lemma 3.1

||e^,x + 2^)||3i0+ ||e-^,x-2^)||3j0<C||(cosh^)Mo||3,o

Hence the resultof Theorem 1.1 follows. D

§4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In the same way as in the proof of (3.8)we have by the Sobolev embedding

inequality,Lemma 2.2 and the second estimate of Lemma 2.3

^-＼＼^%(t)efix%{-t)vx＼＼2+ (1 - C<5e4|l≪'ll-)||co^vT^|^(0^^(-0^||2

< C＼＼(coshpx)W{-t)u＼＼l0.

So to treat the growing with S ―*0 coefficiente2^* we now have to choose

p = 3 > 0 to be a small constant. The rest of the proof is the same as in Theorem

1.1, so we leave it to the reader. □
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